By no process can coercion be made
equitable. The freest form of
government is only the least
objectionable form.'
HERBERT SPENCER
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A MERICA’S last minute decision
to put an embargo on all arms
supplies to South Africa once exist
ing contracts have been fulfilled, was
taken we imagine -not out of sym
pathy for the struggle of black
Africa against the apartheid policies
of Dr. Verwoerd’s party, but as a
strategic move in the cold war and
the propaganda and economic
struggles. Thus by this action
America wins favour with the 32
strong African bloc in the United
Nations, and also hopes thereby to
persuade them to reduce their de
mands for more drastic measures

No Arms for Verwoerd ?
against S. Africa, such as expulsion
from the UN and the application of
economic sanctions; America also
hopes to counteract Russian propa
ganda, and can now point to the
fact that the S. African government
is obtaining small arms from
Czechoslovakia and East Germany
as well as trading with countries

ANARCHISM AND THE
WARFARE STATE
(A statement issued by the Glasgow
Federation of Anarchists)
This Federation calls on all liber
tarian elements; anarchists, revolu
tionary syndicalists, militant paci
fists and anti-nuclear direct actionists to unite and struggle for a new
social order, based on the free access
of all to the means of life.
Jj advocates that .all metbgds_pjj,
struggle and means of organisation
shall be -based on voluntary co
operation and free from any central
ised or bureaucratic control. It en
courages organisation and activities
on the social, educational, cultural
and industrial planes that are in har
mony with its aims. It advocates
that the government of men should
be replaced by the administration of
things.
Until this is achieved many skir
mishes will take place between offi
cial society and the struggling cells
of the people. We therefore sup
port any activity which we consider
necessary for the material, moral
and intellectual advancement of the
individual and the masses,
ity on immediate issues as well as
ity on immediate issues as wtll as
final goals. We promote a policy
of an international General Strike
against monopoly capital and its
offspring, WAR.
We embrace all sections of society
which agree with our aims but ac
cept that the industrial working class
are the most favourable section as
they distribute and produce the basic
essentiuls of life. DIRECT ACT
ION in industry and on the social
plane are our main features of
struggle. Circumstances influence
our methods—we are, therefore,
flexible in our actions but they are
always in harmony with our aims.
In the past the state was the exexecutive committee of the ruling
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class, but, in modem times, it is a
class in itself, capable of influencing
strongly all other classes in a “de
mocratic” society and is the ruling
class in the totalitarian countries.
The state is, therefore, primarily
responsible for war since wars are
essential to the ruling classes to aid
them in the subjugation of the

cow last, Saturday, that Britain had
agreements for mutual defence with
S. Africa that had to be honoured
and “that we shall continue to
supply arms such as ships which are
legitimate weapons of self defence,
we shall certainly oppose any sup
pression of the natives by arms”. It
would be interesting to see how they
draw the line between defensive and
offensive weapons.
Apart from the fact that an arms
embargo can only be effective if
complete, and rigorously imposed—

which support resolutions for boy
cotting S. African goods; and finally
there is no reason to suppose that if
America can see her way clear to
capture some of Britain’s African
markets, she will hesitate to do so.
The American embargo on arms
was taken without prior consultation
with Britain, the reason given being
that Mr. Adiai Stevenson received
his orders'from Washington only a
matter of hours before he addressed
the Security Council. While Lord
Home declared, as he left for Mos-

The Power of a
United Community

ITS MOT ONLY THAT,
bK.VERW&ERD,
B U T IT S O H A P P E N S
THAT W E N E E D
A l l o u r.s m a l l artas

TOFORCE THROUGH
DE-SE&KEGATlON
HERE/

" YSfRFs of authoritarian afi&T'cen- *
tralised government have culminated
in the production of the nuclear
bomb, the threat of which is used by
those in power to keep the masses
subservient to them. The nuclear
arms race is being run by the State
machines of the world against the
people everywhere. We advocate
as strong an opposition to nuclear
weapons as we do to the exploitation
of man by man, inherent in all gov-,
ernmental societies. . . .

an impossibility in the world we live
in today, the immediate effect would
be for the S. African government to
set up its own arms industry, and in
fact there are already unconfirmed
reports from Johannesburg that
Verwoerd when he makes his major
address to Nationalist Party sup
porters later this month will use the
occasion to launch a fullscale attack
on the American decision and to
announce “a crash programme to
manufacture all major arms require
ments.”

W H E N South African security
police came to the small town
of Rehoboth in South West Africa
to arrest the local doctor, a Coloured
man from Cape Town, whose name
seems to have been mentioned in
documents seized during a raid on
a house in Johannesburg last month,
the Baster Raad—o r council—
_ 2 ldglfid,,-the. bells .of the old church
to be rung to call the burghers
together and their spokesman, Mr.
Hermanns Olivier, announced that
a human blockade would be formed
to protect Dr. Abrahams.
The Observer’s correspondent
goes on to describe what happened:
“We will not sit here with cold
hands,” he told the police. “You will
have to shoot and walk over us before
he will be arrested.” Colonel T. 1.
Grous, deputy commissioner of the
police in South West Africa, acted

wisely and withdrew.
Dr. Abrahams will be allowed to con
tinue in practice, at any rate for the
time being.
That will not be the end of the matter.
Dr. Abrahams is awaiting the result of
an appeal against his recent conviction
for entering South West Africa illegally.
In the meantime the Basters have
gained courage from their stand. They
have the support of both the local
"African nationalist movements.

That was a fortnight ago. Last
Monday a Reuter report from Winhoek quotes the police as saying that
Dr. Abrahams had “left the area”,
and a Durban paper the Sunday,
Tribune claims that he has gone to
Bechuanaland “together with four
others” and was believed to be en
route to Ghana. Dr. Abraham’s
wife and children have arrived in
Francistown, Bechuanaland from
S.W. Africa.
INDUSTRIAL NOTEBOOK

Industrial Action in the Building Trade
No further offer was made when
Building Trade employers and union
negotiators met on July 30th. Outside
the employers' headquarters after a meet
ing, Harry Weaver, the general secretary
of the National Federation of Building
Trades Operatives, told building workers
that although no offer had been made,
there was no deadlock and further talks
would be held some time during the next
fortnight. Only after the unions were
satisfied that further talks would be
pointless, would industrial action be pul
into operation.
July 30th not only saw another round
of unrewarding talks, but also an impressive demonstration of support for
tba l/6d. an hour pay rise and the
40-hour week by 2,000 building workers.
The demonstration, which was organ
ised by shop stewards and militants
assembled at Speakers' Corner. Strong
support came from the north with 130
delegates from jobs in Manchester,
Liverpool. Wigan, St. Helens and
Widnce. The demonstration was backed
by token strikes on sites at Downing
Street. Royal Festival Hall, Europa
Hotel. West London Air Terminal and
the Paternoster development project.
We marched towards Oxford Street,
with I pipe band leading us. Howevsr
the procession was directed down a side
turning by the police just by the Cum
berland Hotel instead of going straight
up to Oxford Circus as on previous
marches. The police told the organisers
the week before that this route could
not be used because of the work now
in progress at Oxford Circus on the new
Victoria underground line. When a
shop steward pointed out to the police
on the morning of the march that this

obstruction stretched only a short way
down from the Circus, they invented a
story about a fire at a store in Oxford
Street. They said that the road was
blocked by fire engines, but no fire
engines were seen or heard by any of
us.
When we finally reached the head
quarters of employers’ federation in
New Cavendish Square, we found that
the front half of the procession had
been directed round into Portland Place
by the police. By the time the section
that I was in had reached the employers’
headquarters, we realised what had hap
pened and at once stopped and refused
to move on. Marshals were threatened
with arrest if they didn't get the march
going ugain. There was | lot of argu
ing but no one moved. During this
time, the stewards banded in resolutions
in support of union demands. After
this we moved off, but the full impact
of the demonstration had been prevented
by the police.
Thu march continued to the Conway
Hall, where we packed it to capacity.
Delegates front Liverpool and Manches
ter spoke of the campaign for our de
mands in their areas, m Manchester,
the campaign has official support from
area union officers. Strikes and bans on
overtime have already been operated
with a great deal of support. A lot of
emphasis was given to backing union
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leaders when and if they call for indus
trial action.
Two union officials said how im
pressed they were by our demonstrations
but were critical of workers who spoke
from the floor about union betrayals
and calls for unofficial action if union
leaders were unwilling to fight the em
ployers for our demands. Many work
ers felt that now was the time for action
and that we should go back to our jobs
and organise it, unofficial if need be.
There was also the call for unity from
a large number of workers, who wanted
us to back our union leaders no matter
what course of action they take. There
was open discussion from the floor and
points of view on the unions and strike
tactics were thrashed out.
The Building Stewards Committee
have done a good job with this cam
paign for our demands. Their policy
is one of the meeting of the full claim,
with no widening of the differentials
between craftsmen and labourers and
no three year “spread-over” of wage
increases. This has gained wide sup
port us the demonstration has shown.
This show of support has told the em
ployers and our union leaders that we

I
mean business and that we will not sit
back and accept whatever they deem
to give or negotiate for us. We have
been let down too many times in the
past. We have heard their militant
speeches, but when it comes to action,
nothing is forthcoming. The deadline
was reached on July 30th but a further
round of talks are planned.
An unofficial movement for our de
monstration has been built by militants
and stewards and this is gaining rank
and file support. This movement must
grow, broaden out and bring more of
the rank and file into its ranks. Our
campaign has to be carried onto more
sites. A start has been made but more
work and support is needed. Workers
in other industries should know .of our
demands and not just have the capitalist
press view of them. We need workers’
support in other industries for our
interests are the same.
Rank and file support of both crafts
men and labourers on jobs needs
strengthening and liaison between sites
built up and maintained. We must run
the show “ourselves if we are to win
out demands, Union leaders have failed;
it is now up to us.

STRIKES IN SPAIN
Over the lust two weeks, reports of
strikes in Spain have been appearing in
the national newspapers. As before, the
strike began in the northern province
of Asturias in the coal mines und there
are further reports of stoppages at
ship-yards and some factories.
I Reports vary from 5,000 to 10,000
miners on strike who are demanding a
further payment of bonus which is due
to them. Other demands are trade

union rights, with the right to strike and
the release of workers jailed during pre
vious strikes. In the Oviedo region,
6,000 miners have been sacked for taking
part in the stoppage.
Once again the miners of the Asturias
have strock in defiance of Franco's
fascist dictatorship. This dictatorship
has pot crushed the spirit of revolt in
the Spanish workers.
P.T.
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THE OUTCAST
One thing in this book that made me
MEMOIRS OF A REVOLUTIONARY:
smile was the way that these characters
Victor Serge.
were always falling into little factions
*T*HIS is a very fine book. One which
even when they were in the government.
I would recommend to anyone who It reminded me of the tiny little insignifibelieves that the end justifies the means.
It is the story of a man who went ficant left wing parties in this country.
through the period of anarchism in Paris Everyone jockeying for position.
One of the things about this story that
ai the early part of the century. Went
to Russia when the revolution broke out struck me as being strange, was why
and watched the hopes of his generation didn’t those who were finally arrested
crumble away under the ruthless regime and shot for Trotskyism in the thirties
of Stalin. Finally leaving Russia and get out while they had the chance. I
going to France where he only just suc don’t think they thought that anything
ceeded in escaping the Nazis when they could be changed at the time, even
though many of them did think the
marched in.
It is the story also of men who refused masses (marxist phrase) could be rallied
to believe what they did not want to at first. They just all seemed to be
believe, of men who sided with a party suffering from self pity and were cer
that they knew was as rotten as a pear tainly morbid and suicidal.
The thing about these strange people
and of loyalty to a cause that was
was that they seemed to have so much
obviously the wrong one.
It is difficult to feel sorry for men in common, yet were always at one
like Zinoviev and Trotsky and yet one another’s throats (not Serge he seems
does somehow. They seem such un to have been different from the others).
happy people, fanatical to the cause of All of those who were in the wilderness
Marxism, one feels that men like these (and it appears thtat you could be in
must wish to lose themselves in the the wilderness even if you were near the
struggle because they are so mixed up top of the pariy pyramid), talked of
psychologically. They were such bad more democracy. But the Zinovievs
liars too, they couldn’t have had any and Trotskys had their chance in the
sense of humour or they would have early days and were responsible for
laughed themselves at the idea that any setting up the machinery that finally
body might have believed their stories crushed them. The lies that Trotsky
of the Kronstadt rebels being “whites” told about Kronstandt were no bigger
who were trying to destroy the revolu than the lies Stalin’s prosecutors told
tion.
about those who were butchered in the
Marxists are certainly strange charac great purges of the thirties. They were
ters; I’ve never been able to understand more irresponsible however, for the
them, and after reading this book I ’m revolution' could have been saved then
even more bewildered. They twist and or at least saved from the excesses that
turn everything inside out. One day came later.
for this the next day for that, and it’s
Serge says, that the regime could have
all done with such astonishing rapidity. been different if a more open way of
Abolish the death penalty. Bring it running the government was used. People
back. Legalise Abortion. Make it a accused of treason in the early days
crime.
D ear F reedom C omrades,

The review of a book about the Moral
Rearmament movement was timely.
This group is the biggest fraud of any
thing in modern times. As the reviewer
noted it calls for those of the left to
change their lives, but those of the
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should have been judged in the open
and allowed some defence. If this had
happened there would have been no
power such as' the G.P.U. watching
everyone and shooting innocent people
without any trial whatsoever.
Loyalty is a thing that I for one talk
(F ro m our Correspondent)
rather a lot about in anarchist circles,
Goteborg 15/7/63.
but loyalty like everything else (except
Honesty) can be taken too far. Victor T BUMPED into Sven a young syndicalist I hadn’t seen for some
Serge was guilty of loyalty to the party
when he knew that it (the party) was months owing to the fact that he had
suppressing the truth and-murdering the been in the Swedish U.N.O. “peace”
best of the revolutionaries, who were army in the Congo. A tennis-ball in
being killed because they refused to see the international game of power politics
the truth tramped under the feet of in Africa. “Eighty-five pounds a month
into the bank here for me for the whole
the party bureaucrats and careerists.
I served there,” Sven stammered,
Serge was still feeling loyal right up period
“It was like bloody-hell in the sunshine
to the late nineteen twenties seeing one
keeping those ‘bloody niggers’ under
crime mount on another and standing control” He looked at me and smiled.
helpless as the tide of reaction rolled “They try to decorate the class struggle
in. He felt he must stand by the party
with almonds and icing sugar in this
because it was the' only party that was
bloody country: workers categorised as
left, and none of the others had a policy
‘social group’ one, two and three, big
at all except that of social democracy.
wage packets for U.N.O. soldiers, abor
Not having lived through the exper tions for ‘maladjusted’ mothers, deep
ience it is impossible to say anything frozen foods and they keep telling us
about this or to pass judgment. There -We" have'; ituso' good: Even if there is
was nothing he could do in my opinion anything' to’: protest against it’s forbidden
except try to survive, and this he did.
to hold a demonstration.’’
Serge’s life seems to have been the
I crossed; the road and went into the
story of a good man who wasted himself syndicalist bookshop and asked, for a
on a cause (bolshevism) that was bad. copy of “Brand” the anarchist paper—
He admired Trotsky but more or less I received the reply that they didn’t lend
admitted that Trotsky was authoritarian it to them any more. However* I settled
and behaved like: a spoilt child when for a copy of the" fortnightly syndicalist
he couldn’t get his way. As you turn paper “Arbetaren”. On the front page
the pages you seelall the characters not we were greeted With the headlines
as great revolutionaries but as rather “There are spies among uS” , together
stupid childish little'men. Just like their with a discussion as to Whether Khrush
followers in this*country today. All chev is or is ndt welcome to this country.
having one aim, that being to get their On another page we have an article
ideas rammed down the throats of every moaning as to how “untidy Sweden
one else. Willing*: to ram them down looks” When the public throw their litter
with a rifle butt or a bullet if necessary. around the countryside. This is fol
The tragedy of this century is that so lowed by a short article about the dan
many good men"like Victor Serge have gers of a recent smallpox scare here.
died so that som^other bastard could On page 5 a letter appears which -really
seize power and wield the cosh over amazed me—considering that one expects
the people in the |name of a cause.
a syndicalist organ to be removed from
petty and trivial chit-chat so characterJ ack Stevenson .
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recent full page ad. in the New York
Timea they list sixteen ideas which they
are for, and sixteen correlated ideas
which they are against. Thus they are
for peace but against pacifism. They
claim to be absolutely pure and make
this as an excuse tQ uphold rent, interest,
profit, and the armaments of capitalism,
and boast of the labour leaders and
Communists whom they have turned
from a wrong way of life. They claim
to be absolutely honest yet they finally
paid $100,000 for air plane fare which
they cheated the U.S. government out
of, that is when they got caught at it.
We never hear any of them leaving their
lives of luxury and joining picket lines
or freedom drives. I knew one of them
in Milwaukee in 1942. He was a
machinist and wanted to be classified as
a conscientious objector, the reason being
that he could continue in war work and

Atheists not
to worry
keep radicals from going on strike. The
government saw i^rgugh, this trick and
made Him go tb7r|tfSr~like others.
In the same^hsue of F reedom a lead
ing article chidetrahose who would think
that the encyclical of Pope John XXIII
were revolutionary. The Pope did not
direct his messagfe to anarchists, but to
the general nm A men who still believe
in good wars, las mistaken Catholic
dogma has taught since the time of
Constantine. Wffi Catholic anarchists of
course never acapt the words of any
Pope on political and economic matters
as being, at the tpst more than a sincere
effort to stem Communism, and at the
worst, as political manoeuvering to
bolster their power which is slipping
all over the supposedly Catholic world.
Rather than follow any Pope who ac
cepts exploitation, capital punishment
and war, we believe in the teachings of
Christ which supports the return of
good for evil, ^hich would then do
away with' courts, prisons and war.

istic of the bilge and twaddle handed
out by many women’s magazines. A
Mr. C. J. Bjdrklund writes: “There is no
table in his English hotel room, a nail
in the chair, too much noise" from the
pub across the way, doors are slammed
too hard. Another hotel in Scotland
only had a small lamp and he had to
get out of bed to put the light on, etc.,
etc.”
Midst advertisements from the savings
bank to ladies’ hand bags, one can still
find enjoyable articles within the pages
of “Arbetaren” in comparison with the
other organs of mass communication
and what passes for “free speech” here.
It would seem that owing to the paper
in question’s very small circulation, an
effort has been made to make it “popu
lar”—thus the enlisting’ of advertisers
and “topical” articles. Under the head
ing International a quotation appears
from F reedom ’s 1/6/63 issue “Libera
tion of Africa”. Editor Helmut Rudiger
sterns to suggest that F reedom ’s attitude
is perhaps tod “revolutionary”. The
last sentence in his article also has its
points: “In the same way We can criti
cize the new African regimes, yet we
wait for the new leaders (or their sub
jects) to change their ways to bring
about the new free socialism.
When “Arbetaren” talks of free social
ism which hasn’t been put into practice
yet even in Europe—one wonders if the
concept of, shall we say socialist gov
ernments in Africa is less repugnant to
them? Particularly1 when that which
passes for “socialism” today treats gov
ernments and the idea of the state with
reverence and awe. How then can anar
chists compromise themselves in any
alliance with today’s “socialists” with
out becoming hypocritical?
During a debate with the bourgeois
Harold Wilson some years ago in Oslo
LETTER I pointed out the danger of a new Afri
can ruling class and aristocracy emerg
Atheistic anarchists need not worry ing from each new independent African
about the Catholic religion taming state. Mr. Wilson pooh-poohed my reCatholic anarchists. We would not be . mark and accused me of being a defeatist
anarchists in the first place if we were —and yet when one looks around Africa
in any danger of allowing the clergy to at such places as Ghana, Nigeria or
do our thinking for us.
Liberia we see the result which strips
Also in this same issue there . was a_ W ilso n 's o p tim ism
o is c u ^ o r r o r ^ ^ ^ r tis n ^ a n ^ T R ^ a s ^ r tio ^ intellectuals like Wilson clinging to his
that violence is not practical now but background and apron strings of reform
may be when we have converted the ism—still believes it’s possible to change
masses to be anarchists. The masses the rules and fake the scores of capital
are being converted into dupes of the ism, and he still has a starry-eyed
welfare state and there is not the re belief in African “leaders”. If we are
motest chance that we anarchists can to wait for the dominating political
gain a large following, let alone a figures of Africa to “change their ways”
majority among them. The government it seems we will wait for ever. Poli
has the biggest bomb so we are out ticians are politicians all the world over.
numbered before we start. We can’t’
The political clap-trap and simpering
fight Santa Claus: all we can do is to from the Liberals and the so-called
raise the ante of what can be expected Communists as to who will rule and be
of a responsible man. We Catholic the “leaders” in Africa are all very
anarchists are of course pacifists, but careful to avoid the question as to who
even an atheistic anarchist should will free the African worker from the
realize that violence cannot win. yoke of political servility. These apolo
Alexander Berkman told me in Atlanta gists for capitalism dress up in all sorts
prison in 1917 that the workers would of disguises: People’s Party, Welfare
win by their solidarity and not by State, Co-operative Democracy, etc, etc.,
violence.
they ignore the class struggle and when
P eter L umsden
all other excuses fail they bombard their
A mmon H ennacy
workers at home with “race” propaganda.
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'“pHE fashionable prostitute of the
hour, small-time thieves, the repre
sentatives of the press and the uninvited
representative of the Home Secretary's
personal b£le noire met and mingled
with the scum of London at the private
view of the paintings of Stephen Ward
at the dingy Museum Street Gallery. We
mingled and we mingled and we of the
small fry endeavoured io drink our fill
o\ the free wine while (he toast of the
gutter press desperaLeiy taught an un
occupied camera to leer into for the
amusement of the bar-bound rabble, the
comfortable horror of the professing
pious and the academic interest of pos
terity file it under London Life; Low.
Of Stephen Ward's sketches there if
little that can be said in their favour
for they are but inconsequential trivia
that any competent student should be
able to turn out. He can catch the super
ficial appearance of his model but be
yond that he cannot go for these sketches
lack any depth of character and like any
hack cartoonist he can outline the ter
rain of the face without recording the
passions that animate it. Yet these sim
ple sketches, worth at the. most a few
shillings, have had their sale for prices
that ranged around the two hundred
pound mark apiece and one can only
question whose misery or whose heart
ache made possible ifie coins that could

be thrown away in a few brief moments
for such unimportant work. Yet while
many a Bond Street dealer is busily
lifting his skirts (o show the world that
he will not muddy his expensixe hem
in that particularly muddy gutter, they
could do well to examine their own easy
consciences and question the rubbish
that so many of them have deliberately
foisted onto gullible fools knowing full
well that aesthetically and financially it
was completely valueless. What u fool
or a poseur does to win the applause
of the drifting world of fashion is un
important but when the price that they
pay for their public clowning is the
third-hand misery of tfie men, the
women and the children living in physi
cal fear within the crowded slums of
London and all only a ten minute bus
ride from these fashionable rat-walks
then we have a right to protest at those
who live by pandering to the whims
of the slum landlord and all their lily
fingered associate*, for it is the grubby
and sweat-covered coin* collected by
the hired thug* that back the clean
white cheques that pay for the pretty
daub of the moment.
After the Stephen Ward exhibition
the Bacon-Moore exhibition at the New
London Gallery, 17 Old Bond Street,
W.l. seems rather pass6, for Bacon is
a painter whoso shock tactics have in

the past been an almost certain guaran
tee. of a full gallery and a singing cash
register, but the reiteration of his
screaming heads and mindless and de
formed men frozen within the empty
canvases no longer have the same im
pact. Familiarity has dulled the edge
of horror and Bacon must, despite his
dealers, be judged as a craftsman. It
is here that he fails for he has always
managed to cover up his bad work by
blurring the image yet, for all that, it
is impossible to deny that he is the
most influential painter of this genera*
lion and many an academic hack and
small time professional avnnt garde hire
ling owes Bacon a debt for style and
subject matter, But there is a tiredness
about the work in this badly arranged
and grossly overcrowded gallery and the
twisted and broken scabs of paint still
form the blotched faces of Bacon’s
figures and the incompetent foreshortenings still mould the misshapen bodies.
But now each canvas, with but a slight
deviation, becomes but a repeat of the
previous one.
Henry Moore is the craftsman par
excellence and there is a tiredness about
his recent work for he appears to be
working within his own reputation and
to be content to produce easy cast pas
tiches of the sculpture that placed him
in the international class. One could
hazard a guess that the mounting flood
of commissions have taken priority over
the inspired craftsman for these cast
metal sculptures are but the repeat of
the carved stone work that made Moore’s

reputation.
Unjointed and bone clean they loll
beneath the artificial light of this tatty
and crowded basement gallery waiting
to lord a barren landscape and like a
bleached bone or a solitary pebble they
mould the world to their own size postu
lating no question, offering no answer,
silent and dead in a dead and silent
world.
And to the Roland Gallery at 19 Cork
Street, W.l., where 51 small bronzes
by Auguste Rodin are on display.
Rodin subjected himself to the disci
pline of the human form so that, unlike
Moore and Bacon, no mistake could be
lost within the body of the work. And
when Rodin fails as he does with a min
ority of these works there is no excuse
or subterfuge only a badly fashioned
limb. Yet, like Epstein, Rodin is a 1
master craftman who has cought and
cast man in all his physical fraility and
the questing agony of the unremembered
people that he modelled will speak on
our behalf in the future as they now
speak for the past.
If it is uncritical pleasure that you
seek then with a gay skip and a light
laugh to the Hanover Gallery at 32a
St. George’s Street, W.l, to view the
competent sculptures of Reg Butler.
Nudes as smooth as bulbous and as
rounded as a hanging sack of slop; slack
legs that bear no weight; bodies without
muscle or sinew; dead flesh to cloak
Moore’s dead bones.
A rthur M oyse .
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WHY NOT
COMMUNITY CANNERIES?
rpHE problems of seasonal sur
pluses of perishable foods are
the kind of problems which could
well be solved by community action.
Only last week one read in the
papers of the glut of Cucumbers and
french beans in Western Germany,
which resulted in imports being
temporarily banned. Holland which
exports 80 per cent, of its production
to W. Germany found herself with
thousands of unsaleable cucumbers.
One day 600,000 out of total pro
duction of 900,000 were destroyed:
the following day a further million
or 60 per cent, of production were
again destroyed, because they did
not fetch the minimum price. In
Germany growers finding their pro
duce unsaleable on the wholesale
market have been selling direct to
the public. Cucumbers have been
offered at 3d. a pound and french
beans at 4d. a pound.
Just as in another connection this
month’s A narchy deals with the
advantages to be derived from Com
munity Workshops, we would
suggest that as well as the work
shops, there should be Community
Canneries where for a small sum, or
at public expense, anybody could
have access to up to date, hygienic
equipment for preserving garden
surpluses, as well as seasonal market
surpluses. Incidentally such can
neries could be sponsored by relief

organisations as “War on Want”,
and “Oxfatfi”. Think of the thou
sands of tons of fruit that go bad
in back gardens up and down the
country alone because nature is
sometimes too prolific, which could
be canned and a scheme devised
whereby say half the output was sent
to hungry people in other parts of
the world.
The relief of hunger is not just a
question of money but above all of
increased food production through
out the world. The answer to
seasonal or regional surpluses is not
a reduction in the cultivated area,
but either rapid distribution of
perishable goods, or their preser
vation. Airplanes today are being
increasingly used to transport cars
and machinery. If we were con
cerned with putting our transport
planes to their best use and not their
most profitable (in money terms)
use, then obviously we would not
dream of transporting cars (except
across the sea) and would use planes
for conveying perishable food sur
pluses to where they were most
needed. Until we do we shall wit
ness the immoral, inhuman business
of food being destroyed because
there are no buyers, as well as driv
ing more thousands of farmers and
peasants away from the land in
despair.

Sacrificing Safety
on the Railw ays?
y H E engine-driver who refused to
drive his diesel express singlehanded and was dismissed by British
Railways has since been reinstated
but on other duties.
Mr. Robert Hilton, the divisional
manager of British Railways, who gran
ted the appeal, stated that Mr. Curtis
had given an undertaking regarding the
observance of instructions and general
conduct. Mr. Hilton had decided to
vary the punishment of dismissal to loss
of pay for the period while under sus
pension, removal to shunting duties, and
a final warning regarding future conduct.
Mr. Curtis said afterwards: “They gave
me a fair hearing. I have to abide by
all instructions regarding my terms of
duty. I have to take my punishment
on the chin."

The case of Mr. Curtis, has not
received the public attention which
it seems to us it deserves. For he
has been arguing that be acted in

the interests of the travelling public,
and that in the interests of safety,
there should be a second man on the
footplate. He rebelled against the
“single-handed planning agreement”
in operation between British Rail
ways and his union the ASLEF,
which has been operating for some
time. Surely the public should have
some means of expressing its views
on questions concerning its safety.
It does not seem a great extrava
gance that an engine driver respon
sible for the lives of hundreds of
people should have an assistant with
him in the driving cab just in case of
an emergency; and in any case four
eyes scanning the “road” are less
liable to miss signals than two. The
travelling public should beware lest
the Beeching economies are carried
out at the expense of safety as well
as of the services.

“Cleopatra” came to'town. The Daily
Leader carried on itslcrusade to found
‘a daily newspaper 'hat puts emphasis us ha^e often gotten together and formed
upon the good insteau of the evil, the this club so we could afford the book.” F rom the just to the honourable. Mr.
pure instead of the corrupt; the heroic ■"John Wain, in the Times Literary Sup Martin Ennals, secretary of the National
instead of the mean,'! the generous in p le m e n t said, “If lust disappeared from
Council for Civil Liberties said that
stead of the selfish; upon high ideals J the human consciousness, the race’would
plain-clothes policemen have
been
instead of depravity; upon the stars in | be extinct in a few years. If violence
ordered to dress and behave like demon
the sky instead of the Stud in' the gutter.' 3 and cruelty disappeared—i.e. were chan'
strators listening to what is being
It quotes the words of. St. Paul:
Ij channelled into harmless activities such as said asd then making arrests. The
“ Whatsoever things'*are true, whatso \j games —who would1be the worse?” . . . N.C.C.L. has eight reports of police
ever things are honourable.
activity of this sort. A CND official
Whatsoever thingstare just; whatso
said, “During the Greek State visit we
To turn from the pure to the just. Of
ever things are pare”
identified eight policemen in plain
Whatsoever thinp '-are lovely, what the twenty men in Louisiana’s ‘Death
clothes, under the command of another,
soever things are! of good report: Row’ in Angola prison, three have been
who mixed with the demonstrators.”
If there be any ' virtue, and if these in the condemned cells five years. All 44,000 Indian Central Government em
be any praise, thlhk on these things. are negroes. The Death Row’ prisoners ployees have been punished for corrupPaul was writisg to thePhilippians at the are never allowed out of the 8 foot by tios,
bribefy an d misappropriation
time and the word was not copyright in 6 foot cells, even for exercise. The
during the past five-and-a-half years.
Warden
said
he
had
not
got
suitable
this translation Unfortunately for Eyre
The South African Department o f Jus
and Spottiswoode the new translation is, quarters nor sufficient staff. A Glasgow
tice is investigating allegations about
policeman
was
remanded
in
custody
if not divinely inspired, protected by
corruption over army purchases. An
charged
with
the
murder
of
a
m
an
found
law. Penguin Bool® will produce a
East German border guard who defected
dead
in
a
police-office
cell.
A
man
paper-back edition ofithe New English
to the West, states that guards are now
Bible jn the spring lit Sheffield another who bad complained about conditions instructed not to shoot refugees who
at
Durham
Prison
(which
complaint
led
Penguin product got into trouble.
actually succeed in getting Over the
■Policemen took aw ajlfrom newsagents to an inquiry which found little sub East Berlis border, this is a consequence
stance
in
the
complaint),
was
sentenced
copies of Lady Chattetfey’s Lover, Lolita
of the indignation aroused by the shoot
and books by Agathi Christie among to four years’ imprisonment for forging,
ing af Peter Fechner, last year. . . . “
others. A police official gave it as his breaking into a garage and other charges.
opinion that L.C.L. ought to be banned. He asked for 49 other offences to
Of good report is the news that the
Last May in SydnejS'I learn that ’ the be considered. A 61-year-old m an was
House of Commons Estimates Com
police brought a prosecution against an sentenced to 10 years’ imprisonment on
mittee have advised the Home Office to
art gallery for displaying for sale an four charges of indecently assaulting
withdraw its pamphlets instructing house
obscene statue. It Was a'M elanesian two girls of 10, He was said to have
holders on what to do in the event o f a
statue from New Gdinea, it depicts a 22 previous convictions, many of them
nuclear attack. The Committee’s report
bird-faced man squatfmg on his haunches being for similar offences. An Army
says that the average householder will
and what joins head and body, claim the Sergeant was cleared in the Courtsnot form the impression that the Civil
police, is a male g ^ital, the defence Martial Appeal Court for offences in
Defence measures taken by the Govern
claims it is a flu& Herbert- Read Cyprus, his defence was that he was the
appeared for the defence, when asked victim of a ’frame-up’. Aloysius ‘Lucky’ ment are of any value whatever. The
Sunday Telegraph reports that Civil De
if the statue couldlrbuse a religious Gordon won his appeal in the Court of
—»* depends• -C riminal- Appeal against ffis conviction f e n c e experts are .conducting -iime-and-—
motion studies to test the practical value
on the religion.” Apsychiatrist said that and sentence for assaulting and harming
of the advice in the handbook. The aim
anyone who saw in the, carving a sexual Miss Christine Keeler. The International
of the tests is to find out whether an
significance was very ready to see such League for the Rights of Man and
average family would be physically
a significance. Mrs. Frances Parkin Amnesty International have asked the
capable of carrying out the handbook’s
son Keyes, the novliist, had an argument Moroccan Government to end hundreds
instructions. The work involves piling
with the publisherwover her paper-back of unjustified arrests, accompanied by
up sandbags, moving heavy furniture to
editions for showing lurid covers. It torture. The State of New York has
barricade windows, and filling boxes
was agreed betweeifcMrs. Keyes and her abolished the death penalty as an obli
with large amounts o f earth. . . .
publishers that on the covers of her gatory sentence for premeditated crime.
books the man andayoman would always Seevnteen people are at the moment
be at least two feet apart. A seventeen- waiting to go to the chair. Their sen One hundred and fifty men have ap
year-old in Texas bought a copy of tences may be commuted to life impri plied for six posts as lighthouse keepers
Tropic of Cancer, paying for it ($7.50) sonment. The Security’ Branch of the
cut off from civilization eight weeks at
with quarters and halves. On being South African police has trebled in site
a time. “Think on 'these things".
questioned he replied “Oh, a bunch of since last year. A barrister, Mr. John
J on Q uixote.

Freedom Press Group were repre
sented it was decided to leave any
concrete decisions? until they had
arrived. Amongsn other things the
production of an Einternal bulletin
was proposed to jact as a linking
medium between tfie regions and to
provide a platform for the working
out of internal discussions. It was
generally felt that such a paper
would relieve F reedo m ’s back page
of the sometimes! over prolonged

Anarchist Summer School, 1963
'T'HE Summer School this year, coded to scrap the normal pro
while undoubtedly the wettest gramme of lectures and discussions,
that this writer has attended, also and with the theme of “What is the
proved to be the biggest and the anarchist scene?” devoted the three
liveliest, for many years. Delegates days to reports from the groups
were present from groups in Dur attending and an exploration of the
ham, Glasgow, Bristol, Oxford, the possibility, if the need existed, to set
Southern Federation, and of course, up a national federation, or alterna
the FLA who organised the camp. tively a coordinating group, to facili
Together with the individuals who tate national as well as regional
attended over one hundred people action.
were present, an attendance that
It became evident at the first dis
proved conclusively that the awak cussion, on Saturday afternoon, that
ening interest in libertarian ideas many of the regional groups felt that
that manifested itself in the “Easter a national conference would also be
Rising” on the last leg of the Alder- useful, to provide the opportunity
maston March this year is still grow for an exchange of ideas between the
ing, and was not merely a result of regions as to the best methods of
frustration and dissatisfaction with maintaining the growth of anarchist
the institutionalisation of the annual ideas, combating the Warfare State,
trek from Aldermaston.
and generally clarifying ideas as to
It was because of the growth of methods and ends. The first day’s
anarchist fedeerations and groups discussion threw up a great many
outside London tthat the FLA de ideas, but as neither Bristol or the

Collins, in a booklet “Summary Justice”
published by the New Orbis Group, a
liberal society says: “Injustice is done
in British Magistrates’ courts not just
on extremely rare occasions, but every
day.” On Friday the Home Secretary
rejected requests from both sides of the
House of Commons that he should order
an enquiry into the Hanratty murder
trial on the grounds that Mr. Fenner
Brockway had uncovered further evidence
and “a confession” which convinced him
that Hanratty may have been wrongly
executed. Mr. Chuter Ede (Labour
Home Secretary at the time of Timothy
Evans’ execution) said, “the traditional
British belief in the infallibility of the
legal system no longer exists. . . .

Stephen Ward, punishing himself more
than the court which Sound him guilty
could do, fled when* the vultures of
Fleet Street could [p t follow. Fleet
Street’s period of hjing on immoral
earnings came to a h a l * Viscount Astor
said, “Stephen Ward possessed remark
able gifts of healing which he exercised
skilfully, conscientiously and generously.
Those who were fortunate to have been
treated by him will remember him with
great gratitude. His readiness to help
anyone in pain is the memory many will
treasure.”. . . .

“productivity, violence, non-violence
discussions” and enable it better to
use its limited spt)ce for providing
an anarchist viewpoint on the social
and political events of our time.
By Sunday thej missing people
had arrived, and #ftcr a statement
from the Bristol Federation’s dele
gates, and from a representative of
the Freedom Press Group, the
school settled down to discussing
concrete proposals* It would be dis
honest to pretend; that this discus
sion was conducted in an atmos
phere of complete amity. There
were conflicts of personalities; the
violence, non-violence controversy
thundered irrelevantly into a discus
sion on national federation; and a
diffident suggestion that as F reedom
was not the organ of the anarchist
movement per se, it might perhaps
better term itself “an anarchist
weekly” rather than “the anarchist

weekly” caused a quite unwarranted
amount of fur to fly in all directions.
(It should be pointed out here that
the meeting on Monday had every
one wondering quite how this heat
had been generated).
Most people present at this meet
ing expressed a desire for some form
of Federation and as most groups
on the exact form that such a link-u
were without a mandate to decide on
the exact form that such a link-up of
regional groups would take, it was
decided to appoint a national co
ordinating secretary, for the ensuing
year, to act as a clearing house for
groups throughout the country. This
satisfied both those pressing for a
federation and the individualists and
“Stirnerites”, who, rightly, wished to
avoid both the centralised bureau
cracy and a paper organisation con
sisting of “one man turning the han
dle of a duplicator”. It was decided
in addition that regional groups
might wish to know of international
events rather more quickly than a
weekly paper can inform them, and
to this end Margaret Hart, from the
Notting Hill Group, agreed to act
as a clearing house for international
information and to issue emergency
bulletins should the need arise.
It was agreed that further discus
sion on the form of the national
federation would be carried on after
delegates had referred back to their
group, although as everybody re
cognised the necessity o^ regional
groups remaining autonomous, many
people felt that a co-ordinating body

was all that was required. Jack
Stevenson agreed to act as co-ordi
nating secretary and Jeff Robinson.
126 Lollard Street, Kennington,
agreed to take over the administra
tion of the “Sit Down or Pay Up
Fund”. Finally a provisional date,
the first weekend in the New Year,
was set for a national conference, to
be held in London.
After the main conference on
Sunday broke up various working
groups formed to discuss the form
that federation should take and a
decision was taken to produce the
projected internal discussion and
news bulletin to aid the coordinat
ing secretary. John Chamberlain
of Romford and Hornchurch Anar
chist group agreed to bring out the
first edition of this bulletin. (Note:
any information meant for the news
letter should be set to Jack Stevenat 6 Stainton Road, Enfield, and
earmarked “newsletter”).
On Monday a final winding up
meeting took place amid a general
feeling that several hurdles had been
successfully (and non-violently) sur
mounted, and the statement issued
by the Glasgow Federation of Anar
chist was adopted as broadly ex
pressing the views of most of the
people present. The meeting also
felt that an expression of our appre
ciation should go to our hosts who
had offered every facility, including
the use of their house, to over a
hundred wet, muddy and rather
noisy people.
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Flights of Fancy ?

mm

D ear E ditors,
Jeremy Westall talks about anarchists
resorting to violence when they find that
non-violence is getting them nowhere.
Questions: where will they get enough
efficient lethal weapons to take on the
armed forces of the State? How many
anarchists will know how to use the
that leadership always evolves into dic
weapons effectively? Will they be able
tatorship or bureaucracy, both of which
to conduct a successful battle against
are surely abhorrent to anarchists. Even
the State without having a leadership
if our violence is only self defence we
and submitting themselves to obeying
still provide the State with an excuse,
orders without question?
a moral escape clause, for its repression
Does not one have to be prepared
and punishment; but if it is forced to
for such action? Would it not in effect
use these against peaceful protests what
mean having a POLICY of violence?!
clearer indication do we need that it
In just the same way, if Jeremy would' is really threatened by these, and that
shoot anyone who was about to “press
only a slightly harder push will topple
the button" he would have to be armed;
-it?
revolvers don’t materialise out of thin
The crux of the problem is numbers.
air!
Until we have the great majority of
It seems to me that J.W. and the
the population on our side we must
editorial writer indulge in greater flights
admit that one of our main purposes is
of fancy than yours truly when they talk
to gain support. With State or State
about using violence successfully withslanted monopolies of the mass media
out the neoessary weapons.
this will prove impossible by violent
I hope that these questions will in
means. Of oourse, if our numbers were
duce some comrades to take note of some
so large that we were independent of
of the things 1 have been saying in these
bad publicity then violence as a tactic
columns for some time past:
would be worthy of consideration, at
Best wishes,
least in self-defence. But the whole
Slough, July 23.
E rnie C rosswell.
point of non-violent action is that when
support is vast enough violence becomes
superfluous. If you hadn’t been so
anti-non-violent editorially you might
have given more coverage to the great
D ear Comrades,
Although I am mindful of Charles successes of the Southern negroes, where
Radcliffe’s plea for an end to the by economic boycott and peaceful but
violence versus non-violence controversy, militant protest, violence, which would
bring in the military on the side of the
I feel that an article like J.W.’s can only
strengthen the popular Brookian concep racialists, has been totally dispensed
tion of present day anarchism being with. If we' had strength enough for a
every bit as bad as the 19th century military revolution we would also have
bomb-throwing variety. Since F reedom strength enough for a General Strike,
which coupled with a boycott of the
is read (in Bristol at any rate by many
ruling
class would enable us to starve
non-anarchists I feel this is very danger
ous, and that it cannot be left un them out of existence. Of course all
this may be 50 years away, but violent
countered.
I firmly believe that in Britain at least, revolution would be no quicker.
In realising this one sees that non
advances towards a free society can
violence is already close to becoming a
only be made by non-violent means.
We cannot deny that war breeds leaders, principle instead of a tactic, for it is
even if they do n p t. exist already, and

Bomb-throwers ?

FREEDOM
when an idea is vindicated in practice
that it can be elevated to a principle
without being a dogma. But I still hesi
tate myself to rajjj| it to this level. I
too would probably shoot the prospec
tive button-pusher|‘in the unlikely event
of being faced witM that dilemma. How
ever, I do not see that this necessarily
invalidates nou~violehee, either as prin
ciple or tactic, f03 one often acts irres
pective of one’s principles when emoti
onal or other stirmlli get the better of
one. N or is this iJtecessarily bad. When
a general principle is claimed to have
no exceptions at all my immediate re*
action is to distrust ^Non-violence hai weaknesses certainly,
but has advantaged too. It is a means
that is also an endT It will not eliminate
hate and replace i| by love where there
is none already. It is not easy to live
up to cases of extreme provocation, but
as a personal and] group discipline it is
■entirely life enhancing and consistent
with the end one hopes to achieve. The
■most serious disadvantage of violence
as a revolutionary! or defensive tactic is
that its adherentsj simpltaneously desire
both it and it^f abolition. I don’t
imagine that advocates of revolutionary
violence in the anarchist movement ser
iously want it to | | a permanent feature
of their new society, and so they must
cherish the myth lhat it can be dispen
sed with in “the future” . This is pure
utopianism. WhaLyou are not prepared
to foreswear now iis of little interest exI cept on a purely 1academic level. The
advocate of violent self-defence must
thtrefore be prepared to accept a “free”
society based on !ithe principle weapon
of the forces of tyranny and oppression.
The paradox is inescapable, and perhaps
this is why it u m o widely ignored.
Human life must be~to human beings—■
the supreme thing;! As far as I can see
| the man who takes another life denies
: this. ’ He can only vindicate it again by
sacrificing his
Kaliayev realised
this, so did many®>f the Terrorists, it
is a pity that it is not more concisely
appreciated by thegcontemporary advo
cates of anarchist violence.
Yours sincerely,
Bristol\ Juiy 26.
I an V ine,

Look for Constructive Opportunities !
T he E ditor,
I should like to take up a point arising
from the doulg)s expressed in Michael
Sfla y e r s I e tte r ir ^ F S E D O M o n uly 20th,
which seems to me to be important for;
the development o f the anarchist move-'
ment either now, or in the near future.
True, in the urban aggregations of our
society,
if the police force, and other
SELECTIONS FRO M ‘FR EED O M ’
organs of enforcement, together with
Vol 2 1952: Postscript to Posterity
the bureaucratic administration, suddenly
Vol 3 1953: Colonialism on Trial
vanished, chaos, not freedom, would
Vol 4 1954: Living on a Volcano
■■very likely ensue, temporarily at least,
Vol 5 1955: The Im m oral Moralists
to be followed probably by a new auth
Vol 6 1956: Oil and Troubled Waters
oritarianism.
Vol 7 1957: Year One—Sputnik Era
Vol 8 1958: Socialism in a Wheelchair j This, however, would not be an anar
Vol 9 1959: Print, Press & Public
ch ist revolution—there are not enough
Vol 10 1960: The Tragedy of Africa
- anarchists, libertarian ideas are not suffi
Vol 11 1961: The People in the Street
ciently widespread amongst people not
Each volume: paper 7/6 cloth 10/6
The paper edition of the Selections is committed to active anarchism, and,
‘above all, there is neither a sufficient
available to readers of FREEDOM
a t 5/6 post free.
social structure in such areas, nor, in
many cases, the germ of one in the ex
BAKUNIN
perience of the people, which could be
Marxism, Freedom and the State 5h
expected to grow given the opportunity.
PAUL ELTZBACHEK
(To qualify, however, the current rentAnarchism (Seven Exponents of the
racket exposures seem to indicate that
Anarchist Philosophy) cloth 21/tenants' associations offered more protec
CHARLES M ARTIN
tion than the police). If the breakdown
Towards a Free Society 2/6
of conventional ‘law and order’ had
come about as the culmination of a
RUDOLF ROCKER
genuinely anarchist struggle, these con
Nationalism and Culture
d o th 21/ditions would necessarily have been
fulfilled.
JO H N HEWETSON
Sexual Freedom for the Young 6d.
,
The point o f Mr. Shayer’s criticism
Ill-Health, Poverty and the State
, remains, however—the anarchists’ usual
cloth 2/6 paper I /whole-hearted condemnation of the
police, justified as it is by experience
VOUNE
Nineteen-Seven teen (The Russian
and history, will continue to appear
Revolution Betrayed) cloth 12/6
somewhat hypocritical to non-anarchists,
The Unknown Revolution
and tend to block acceptance of anar
(Kronstadt 1921, Ukraine 1918-21)
chist
ideas, unless, both in their thinkcloth 12/6
______
'ing and in their action the anarchists are
HERBERT READ
seen to be deeply concerned with build
Poetry and Anarchism
ing up the foundations of a social struc
paper 2/6________________________ ___ ture in which such institutions arc un
TONY GIBSON
necessary.
Youth for Freedom 2/. It cannot be hypocritical to condemn
Who will do the D irty Work? 2d.
l i the conventional form of treatment for
Food Production A Population 6d.
II a disease as wrong and harmful, If one
is advocating, and practising whenever
E. A. G U f K IN D
The Expanding Environment
possible, an alternative treatment, even
(illustrated) boards 6/6
________
it one is prevented from putting this
treatment into general application.
PETER KROPOTKIN
This would seem to suggest a field
Revolutionary Government 3d.
Organised Vengeance Called Justice 2d. in which we should be active, a form of
activity only part of the significance of
which is contained in its value as propa
Marle-Loulse Bcraeri Memorial
ganda by deed—those forms of action
Committee publications:
which may, with reservations, be sumMarie-Louise Bemeri, 1918-1949;
!med up as re-structuring society.
A tribute
, I In other words, the attempted encourCloth 5/I Jagement of mutual aid organisations,
Journey Through Utopia
cloth 16/- paper 7/6
the development of areas of free comNeither East N or West
( munal activity, the encouragement of
paper 7/6
('local initiatives leading to direct action
H solve some local problem—«vsn, say,
filling in some pond, or covering a dis*

FREEDOM
PRESS
PUBLICATIONS

used shaft, recognised to be a danger
to children, Jn it about which the local
author it
not, take action.
This last
example, but, v® p u t wishing to detract
in any way fro ^ th e value of the work
done by our comrades in anti-nucler
demonstrations,
vis more genuinely
direct action than such demonstrations,
even though it may be argued that the
latter must have first priority at the
moment.
1 do not want to suggest that local
anarchist groups Should make a practice
of doing things for people, rather that
the anarchists should support and en
courage such activities, where necessary
(and possible) taking the initiative in an
attempt to act as a catalyst in the pro
cess of building! up community struc
tures in our largely disintegrated urban
culture.
Perhaps the anarchist groups which
appear to be active in a number of
places could devote some of their time
to finding areas in the life of their local
community in which it would be possible
to encourage such activity, to instigating
it where possible, and to gathering, ex
panding, and oommunicating examples
of such activity which they come across.
I put this idea forward only as worthy
of discussion (possibly within groups,
in the first instance), since 1 think it
perfectly reasonable to argue that our
immediate task is to communicate our
ideas, and the fact of,o u r existence, to
people who ar$ already disposed to
anarchism, did tpey but know what it
is, and that at least the beginnings of
a movement exist.
However, 1 do feel that certainly very
soon we must bfiouden the aims of our
propaganda in an attempt to influence
people wfio are less ready to be con*
vinccd, otherwise we may well lose the
impetus which the movement at the
moment appears to have gained.
J o h n D.» M c E w a n .

Manchester, July 27.

READING AREA
Anyone interested in forming an anar
chist discussion group in READING,
BASINGSTOKE AREA should contact
i ADAIR.
Upper Redlands Road,
Reading. Berks.

SHEFFIELD AREA
Any anarchists or rcac*er®
SHEFFIELD AREA are Invited
tact Peter Lee, 145, Ecciesall
Sheffield 11, who
interested
possibility of forrmn8 a group.
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Let's Commit

CENTRAL LONDON

Ourselves !
D ear C omrades,
Unlike Comrade Uloth, I think that
there is everything to be said for having
“isms” in the anarchist movement,
anarcho-syndicalism in particular. It is
the best part of a process combining
positive CONSTRUCTIVE alternatives
to capitalism with the maximum liber
tarian activity, “it” being the anarchist
movement.
For one thing I do .not think that the
issue of authoritarianism is such a bogey
as our “anarchist”(?) would have us
believe, if anything it is the social and
political set-up in this country which is
the all pervading influence we feel and
act against, and in as much as authority
is an issue e.g. police violence, the'courts,
etc., it becomes so because people stand
up and hit back at the state machine.
N ot because they have an abstract dis
like for authority but because they are
immediately prevented from doing cer
tain things such as demonstrating or
meeting. It is the purpose for the meet
ing that brings people, not the after
effects, though it is then that the impor
tant actions are taken and th e real les
sons are learnt.
That is why I think that when the
“non-violent” types turn up on these
demonstrations a n d ,begin shouting their
platitudes about “peaceful demonstra
tions” they should be the first to get
clobbered, all they do is confuse others
at a time when we should be giving the
police a! bit of their own medicine and
getting the right to assumble by fighting
Vfor it, not being pushed around from
tstreet to street. This only demoralises
lour ranks and makes authority all the
stronger. If Comrade Uloth dislikes
[ “authority” then perhaps he should think
) again about the best way to oppose it,
equally about how to end it.
This brings me on to my second point
about those “isms” our hero dreads.
Now if we are against capitalism and its
state machine (I take it Comrade Uloth
is) what if any is the best way to end
that state of affairs, also what, if any,
is to take its place. Dare we try to en
visage something better, or would th a t be
dtSfr^efv'es?^- lt% ii< rt -good
enough to be sympathetic to Nthe non
violent type of activities of certain
members of the 100 (here 1 should, like
to point out that, not every member is
non-violent, I refer you to the Greek
Visit, the Cuba affair, and others); nor
to praise the Committee’s negative atti
tude towards a programme, etc., that is
a weakness which they would do well
to overcome. We all know how rotten
the political parties are in this country,
every one of them, so why shouldn’t we
attempt to make the 100 a libertarian
AND positive movement against the
Rachmans and “good”* government?
Though apart from the 100 which is
mainly student, there is a much more
important and vital force (dare I say
it?) i.e. the working class. These mil
lions, organised through their unions,
who are the historical heirs to the
future, if any, can and will provide the
material and force with which capital
ism and everything it stands for can
be destroyed. And after? Socialism.
And how? Through their class instru
ments—the unions (anarcho-syndicalism).
And what? The maximum liberty and
movement, without any state restrictions
(the state would have been destroyed—
anarchy), and mankind finding itself,
getting up from its knees.
Now where does the anarchist move
ment come in here? Well, we can
either stand oivthe side-lines and watch
history pass us by, or we can dive into
the coming struggles, yes commit our
selves, and be a part of the way of life
that is the only thing that means any
thing in this world.
Point three. 1 don’t see why
Comrade Uloth hasn't, “much use for
a philosophy which cannot be prac
tised.” Obviously he is referring to
anarchism, and here there is some con
fusion. How is it possible to “practice”
anarchy unless tho change has been
made, and violently at that, and that
capitalism is negated over a large area
of the world? Assuming that it is
necessary to destroy the state machine
and change society, are we to go and
do that right now to prove to Comrade
Uloth that anarchist philosophy works?
Well 1 will try if Comrade Uloth is in
front of me in the marsh up Whitehall.
Though I foci sure that with a partner
as confused as Comrade Uioth appears
to be we would spend all day trying to
get to Whitehall, Ipt alone storming it.
Fraterhally,
Edgware, July 21. T erry M. M urp.y.
Printer*.

London. S.I-

CHANGE O F M EETING PLACE
“Lamb and Flag”, Rose Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.2. (nr. G arrick and King
Streets: Leicester Square tube), 7.45 p.m.
AUG 11 A rthur Uloth:
Subject to be announced.
ALL WELCOME

HYDE PARK MEETINGS
Sundays a t 3.30 p.m., Speakers’ Comer.
Weather and other circumstances per
mitting.

EDINBURGH
Would Anarchists in or near Edinburgh
please contact Alasdair Macdonald,
Torphin, Torphin Road, Coliston, Edin
burgh.

ROMFORD & HORNCHURCH
ANARCHIST GROUP
For details please contact: —
John Chamberlain, 47 Upper Rainham
Road, Hornchurch, Essex. OR Chris
Rose, 34 Newbury Gardens, Upminster,

SUSSEX ANARCHIST GROUP
including Brighton and other South
Coast Towns
People interested in Regular Meeting
please contact Alan Albon, 55 Station
Road, Hailsham, Sussex, Hailsham 358.

BRISTOL FEDERATION
Bristol Outdoor Meetings:
The Downs (nr. BLackboy Hill) every
Sunday, 3.30, circumstances and weather
permitting.

MANCHESTER
Would anyone interested in forming
some sort of anarchist group in Man
chester, please contact John McEwen,
c/o Farrish, 4 Sanby Avenue, Mount
Estate, Gorton, Manchester.

BATH ANARCHIST GROUP
Anyone interested please contact:—
R. J. Lewis, 3 King Edward Road, Bath.

GLASGOW FEDERATION
Meets every Thursday, 7.30, at 4 Ross
Street, Glasgow, E.2 (off Gallowgate).

OFF-CENTRE
DISCUSSION MEETINGS
1st Wednesday of each month at 8 p.m.
a t C olin W ard’s, 33 Elierby Street,
Fulham, S.W.6.
3rd Tuesday at Brian and Doris Leslie’s,
242 Amesbury Avenue, S.W.2 (Stre&tham
Hill, N r. Station).
Third Wednesday of the month, at 8 p.m.
at Albert Portch’s, 11 Courcy Road (off
Wood Green High Road), N.8.
First Thursday of each month, Tom
Barnes', Albion Cottage, Fortis Green,
N.2. (3rd door past Tudor Hotel).
Last Thursday of each month at 8 p.m.
at George Hayes’, 174 Mcleod Road,
Abbey Wood, S.B.2.
Second Friday of each month at 8 p.m.
at Sid Parker’s, 202, Broomwood Road,
Clapham Common, S.W .ll. (Tube:
Clapham South, Buses: 37, 49 and 189).
3rd Friday of each month at 8 p.m. at
Donald & Irene Rooum's, 148a Fellows
Road. Swiss Cottage, N.W.3.
Notting Hill Anarchist Group (Dis
cussion Group)
Last Friday of the month, at Brian and
Margaret H art’s, 57 Ladbroke Road,
(near Notting Hill Station), W .ll.

Freedom
The Anarchist Weekly
FREEDOM is published 40 times
a year, on every Saturday except
the last in each month.
ANARCHY (1/9 or 25 cents poet free),
a 32-page journal of anarchist ideas,
is published 12 time# a year on the
1st of each month.
Postal Subscription Rates to FREEDOM
and ANARCHY
12 months 32/- (U.S. A Canada $5.00)
4 months 14/- hJO )
3 months 1/4 ($1 j$ )

Special Subscription Rates for 2 copies
12 months 47/- (U.S. A Canada $7.50)
4 months 23/4 ($3.75)

AIR MAIL Subscription Rates
(FREEDOM by Air Mail,
ANARCHY by Surface Mail)

12 months 62/- (U.S. A Canada $S.OO)

Postal Subscription Rates to FREEDOM
only
I year (40 Issues) 20/- (U.S. A Canade S3)
4 months (20 Issues) 10/- ($1.50)
3 months (10 Issnosj I/ - ($0.75)

Air Mail Subscription Rates to
FREEDOM only
I year (40 Issues) 40/- ($4.00)

Cheques, P.O.s and Money Orders should be
mede out to FREEDOM PRESS crossod e/c Payee,
end addressed to the publishers:

FREEDOM PRESS
17a M A X W E L L R O A D
L O N D O N , S.W.6. E N G L A N D
Tel: R E N O W N 3736.

PublUaad by Freed am Prose, 17a. Mauwall Road, Laud on. I. W A

